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Abstract

This report presents an approach to simulating hybrid systems�

We show how a discrete controller that controls a continuous

environment can be co�simulated with the environment �plant�

using C�code generated automatically from mathematical mo�

dels� This approach uses Signal with Simulink to model com�

plex hybrid systems� The choices are motivated by the fact that

Signal is a powerful tool for modelling complex discrete be�

haviours and Simulink is well�suited to deal with continuous

dynamics� We present various alternatives for implementing the

communication between the plant and the controller� and how

the Matlab code generation mechanism in Real�time Workshop

can be used for this purpose� Finally� we present interesting

scenarios in the co�simulation of a discrete controller with its en�

vironment� a non�trivial siphon pump proposed by the Swedish

engineer Christofer Polhem in 	
���
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Introduction

The class of reactive systems have been proposed by David Harel and
Amir Pnueli �HP���� Reactive systems are characterized as comput�
ing systems which continuously interact with a given physical envi�
ronment� These systems di�er from interactive systems by the very
fact that the physical environment is not synchronized logically with
the reactive system� e�g�� the environment can not wait for the system�
Reactive systems can be such as real�time embedded system� control
and communication systems� and interactive software or hardware�
Generally� these systems share some important features�HCRP����

� Parallelism� the system and its environment must run in paral�
lel�

� Time constraints� response times of the system should be in
accordance with requirements induced by the environment�

� Dependability� Most of these systems are highly critical ones�
e�g�� nuclear plant control system or aircraft control system�
Hence� this domain of application requires very careful design
and veri�cation methods such as formal methods�

The synchronous approach	 In the middle of the eighties� the
new class of synchronous languages dawned� This class constitute
an answer for applying formal veri�cation methods since these lan�
guages provide a precise semantic of time� The fundamental assump�
tion characterizing this computational model is the ideal synchronous
hypothesis �Ber��� Hal����

�Ideal systems produce their outputs synchronously with
their inputs��

Hence all computation and communication is assumed null� Of course�
this assumption is just an approximation of the reality� however it
is still valid so long as it is possible to assure that the program
reacts faster than the environment� This assumption enables the
temporal ordering of events to be determined more easily� Many
synchronous languages have been e�ciently implemented� The class
of synchronous languages is usually split in two� on the one hand
imperative and on the other hand data�ow synchronous languages�



	

� Imperative synchronous languages	 These languages use
a sequential approach and have classical control structure like
iteration and condition� They include Esterel �BC��� BS����
Statecharts �Har�� and Argos �Mar�
� MH����

� Synchronous data�ow languages	 Traditionally electrical
and control engineers model their systems by means of networks
of operators transforming data �ows� and from a higher level� by
means of block�diagram structures and by means of systems of
dynamical equations which capture the behavior of the model�
The data�ow languages are functional languages�Hence they are
well adapted to formal veri�cation� They have also parallelism�
reusability and modularity properties�
Synchronous data�ow languages are data�ow languages where
synchronization constraints between the di�erent events of the
systems and of the environment are expressed� This class of
languages include Signal �GBBG��� AGMR��� and Lustre

�HCRP����

Hybrid systems	 Real world engineering systems are characte�
rized by having both continuous and discrete elements� Thus an
extension in the direction of adding more realism to the formal mo�
deling of real life reactive systems is the consideration of hybrid sys�
tems� The hybrid systems can be seen as a means to code the reactive
systems� Synchronous languages and more generally transition sys�
tems provide a discrete approximation of models with discrete time�
whereas hybrid systems provide model considering the time as con�
tinuous� which Synchronous languages can not do� Hybrid systems
are systems consisting of a mixture of discrete components with con�
tinuous components which are traditionally described by continuous
formalisms such as di�erential equations� The motivation for such an
extension and some proposals for appropriately extended formalisms
are discussed in �KP��� NSY���� Complex hybrid dynamic systems
are evident in myriad applications� such as manufacturing and pro�
duction systems� intelligent robots� avionics� automotive control sys�
tems� railway systems� energy systems� and transportation networks�

Motivations and aims	 Designing controllers for hybrid systems
and verifying the resulting closed loop system is a di�cult task� More�
over� the checking of each component of a hybrid system does not
prove the good behavior of the whole hybrid system� this fact is dis�
cussed in �LGS���� In Krister Edstr�om �Eds����s opinion� the problem
of formal analysis of hybrid systems is so di�cult compared to� e�g��
formal analysis of continuous systems� that the use of simulation is
very important to get intuition for� and detect properties of� the sys�
tems� Of course� simulation results can not be taken as proof that a
system works well in general but they can be taken as proof that it
works in speci�c cases� or� more importantly� that it doesn�t work in



�

others�

The goal of this work is to develop a hybrid system simulator with
the following architecture�

� a discrete controller speci�ed with Signal language intercon�
nected with

� several continuous time dynamical systems� speci�ed using
Simulink�

As compared with Simulink�Stateflow� see chapter � of �Mat�b��
the idea is to explore an alternative route� namely�

� Simulink�Stateflow views Stateflow as continuous time
dynamical systems �with piecewise constant state trajectories��
thus the hybrid system is lifted to continuous time� and deli�
vered to the solver for its simulation�

� We view it differently� We want to keep the discrete controller
DISCRETE during the simulation� Thus we will introduce
�monitors� �A�D converters� linking the controller to the dif�
ferent continuous systems� We view the controller as SUPER�
VISING several Ordinary Di�erential Equation�ODE� solvers
in a �quasi� distributed way�

Clearly� this is an alternative route� more suitable to the simulation of
large systems composed of interconnected �smaller� continuous sys�
tems� and a discrete controller�

Organization of this report and contributions This report
contains three parts with nine chapters� The �rst part is the back�
ground includes brief introductions to Signal and to Simulink �chap�
ter � and 	�� The second part begins by a chapter showing generic
models for hybrid systems and a brief state of the art of hybrid sys�
tems� The contribution of the author for this part� is in three fol�
lowing chapters ���� and ��� The chapter � compare two different
approaches depend�ing on which is the master between Signal and
Simulink�Matlab stand�alone program� The second approach� i�e��
Simulink�Matlab stand�alone program as master� is kept in the
following chapters� The chapter � speci�es the generic models for the
co�simulation with Signal and Simulink� Finally chapter � gives
implementing methods which are based on the new generic model
of chapter �� The third and last part deals with a non�trivial case
study� Chapter  presents the Polhem pump example� Then the
contribution of the author for this part� is in the two last chapters�
Chapter � deals with the modeling of the pump and chapter � shows
how co�simulation points out some de�ciencies of the controller�



�



Part I

Background

�





Chapter �

Introduction to Signal�V�

The aim of Signal�AGMR��� BBM�� Hou��� is to support the de�
sign of safety critical applications� especially those involving signal
processing and process control� The synchronous approach �Hal���
guarantees the determinism of the speci�ed systems� and supports
techniques for the detection of causality cycles and logical incohe�
rences� The design environment of Signal features a block�diagram
graphical interface� a formal veri�cation tool Sigali� and a compiler
that computes a hierarchy of inclusion of logical clocks �represent�
ing the temporal characteristics of discrete events�� checks for the
consistency of the inter�dependencies� and automatically generates
optimized executable code ready to be embedded in environments
for simulation� test� prototyping or the system itself��

��� The Signal language

Signal is a programming language to Specify� verify and implement
real�time reactive systems� Just like Lustre �HCRP���� it belongs to
the synchronous data �ow languages� It manipulates signals� which
are unbounded series of typed values �logical� integer����� with an
associated clock denoting the set of instants when values are present�
Signals of a special kind called event are characterized only by their
clock i�e�� their presence �when they occur� they give the boolean val�
ue true�� Given a signal X� its clock is obtained by the language
expression event X� resulting in the event that is present simulta�
neously with X� To constrain signals X and Y to be synchronous
Signal language provide the operation� synchroX� Y � The absence
of a signal is noted � �

The compiler performs the analysis of the consistency of the sys�
tem of equations� and determines whether the synchronization cons�
traints among the signals are veri�ed or not� If the program is cons�
trained so as to compute a deterministic solution� then executable
code can be produced automatically in C� This code basically con�

�The Signal language is developed at IRISA in France� and it is sold by TNI
�Brest in France� within the Sildex environment�



�

sists of a cyclic call to a transfer function� which computes an output�
and updates state variables� according to the presence and value of
input signals� The stand�alone code generation is summarized in ����

����� The kernel of Signal

Signal is built around a small kernel comprising �ve basic operators
�functions� delay� selection� deterministic merge� and parallel compo�
sition�� These operators allow to specify in an equational style the
relations between signals� i�e�� between their values and between their
clocks� Each equation from Signal is like an elementary process�

Functions �e�g�� addition� multiplication� conjunction� ���� are de�
�ned on the type of the language� For example� the boolean negation
of a signal E is not E�

X �� f�X��X	� � � � �Xn�

The signals X�X��X	�� � � �Xn must all be present at the same time�
so they are constrained to have the same clock�

Delay gives the previous value ZX of a signal X�

ZX �� X ��

with initialization at the declaration of ZX� ZX init V 
� Signals X
and ZX have the same clock� The array below shows a trace of use
of delay�

X � � 	 � 	

ZX �� X �� � V 
 � 	 �

Selection of a signal Y is possible according to a boolean condition
C�

X �� Y when C

The clock of signal X is the intersection of the clock of Y and the
clock of occurrences of C at the value true� When X is present� its
value is that of Y �

Y � � � 	 � � � �
C � t � t f � t t

X �� Y when C � � � 	 � � � t

Deterministic merge de�nes the union of two signals of the same
type� with a priority on the �rst one if both are present simultaneous�
ly�

X �� Y default Z



�

The clock of signal X is the union of that of Y and of that Z� The
value of X is the value of Y when Y is present� or else the value of
Z if Z is present and Y is not�

Y � � � 	 � � � �
Z � � �
 	
 � �
 � �


X �� Y default Z � � �
 	 � �
 � �

Parallel composition of processes is made by the associative and
commutative operator �j�� denoting the union of the equation sys�
tems� In Signal� the parallel composition of P� and P	 is writing�

�j P� j P	 j�

Extensions	 The rest of the language is build upon the kernel�
Processes have been de�ned from the primitive operators� providing
programming comfort�

Repetition upon another clock� To memorize Y values and to
output them also when C is true� the additional operator cell has
been introduced in Signal�

X �� Y cell C

C is a boolean signal� The X value is the Y value when Y is present�
or the last Y value when Y is absent and C is true� or an initializa�
tion value of X when C is true before the �rst value of Y � The clock
of signal X is the union of that of Y and of instant where C is true�

Y � � � � � 	 � � � �
C � t � t f � t f f t

X �� Y cell C �init
� � 
 � � � 	 	 � � �

The equivalent of X �� Y cell C is �

�� synchro � X� event Y default when C �

� X�	Y default X 
�

��

Finally� note that the value to memorize can be a parameter given
once time at beginning of calculation�

����� Introductory Example

The following example is a process which mixes two input signals X�
and X	 in one output signal Y equal to X� or X	� and delay X	
when X� and X	 are simultaneous� so that� no input is lost�

process MIXER 	

�  integer X�� X�



�


� integer Y � Y	 X� or X�� split X� and X� �

� if they are simultaneous �

�

�� B �	 not �event X�� when event X�

default event X�

default event X�

default true

� if X� and X� are simultaneous �

� then B 	 false� else B 	 true �

� ZB �	 B 
�

� synchro �X� default X�� when ZB �

� Y �	 X� default �X� cell �not ZB��

��

where

logical B� ZB init true

end

end

In this example� we can obtain a clock of output signal �Y � upper�

than the union of inputs signals �X� and X	� like in the trace bellow�
This oversampling results from the synchronization of X� default X	
and of when ZB� This synchronization leads to� when the value of
ZB is false then we have a new tick of clock which does neither coin�
cide with the clock of signal X� nor the clock of signal X	�

X� � � � � � � �  � �
X	 � � 	 � � � � � � �
B � t t f t t t f t t

ZB � t t t f t t t f t
not ZB � f f f t f f f t f

Y � � 	 � � � �  � �

��� Tools

The di�erent tools which make up the Signal environment use all
only one tree�like representation of programs� thus we can go from
one tool to another without use an intermediate data structure� The
principal tools are the compiler which allows to translate Signal

programs into C� the graphical interface and� for the classic temporal
logics speci�cations� the tool Sigali�

����� The Signal�V	 graphical interface

A Signal program lends itself well to a graphical block�diagram
oriented user interface� It is the why� in order to ease programming�

�There is an ordering relation between clocks� a clock C� is upper� i�e� higher
up in the order relation� than a clock C� if all C� instants are also C� instants
and C� is more frequent than C��



��

an editor �BG�� is available in the Signal environment� This one
allows to build Signal programs with mixing texts and graphics�
The editor also allows a hierarchical conception �with a block within
another block� and modular implementation of algorithms �we can
build a model� save it and use it in several programs�� A Signal

program is built in two ways� either top down� we draw the higher
level blocks and then we de�ne them� or bottom up� we de�ne the
basic blocks and then we group them�

We can emphasize the supervisor of the graphical interface has
been written in Signal� this supervisor manages the interaction bet�
ween the user and the window manager �X�Window�� in the same
way it manages the chain of user actions�

����� Sigali
 a formal calculus software

The Signal environment contains a veri�cation and controller syn�
thesis tool�box� named Sigali�MBLL��� LMRS��� BBM��� This
tool allows us to prove the correctness of the dynamical behavior of
the system� The equational nature of the Signal language leads
to the use of polynomial dynamical equation systems �PDS� over
Z��Z as a formal model of program behavior� Polynomial functions
over Z��Z provides us with e�cient algorithms to represent these
functions and polynomial equations� Hence� instead of enumerating
the elements of sets and manipulating them explicitly� this approach
manipulates the polynomial functions characterizing their set� This
way� various properties can be e�ciently proved on polynomial dy�
namical systems� The same formalism can also be e�ciently used for
solving the supervisory control problem�ML����

��� Stand�alone code generation

To generate a stand�alone program with Signal is a four�step action�
specify a model� generate C code� generate make�le and generate
stand�alone program� The Figure ��� summarizes the architecture of
the stand�alone code generation with Signal�

����� Model speci�cation

With Signal� it is possible to specify a model either by writing a
Signal program �in �Model��SIG �le form� which can be directly
compiled or by using the Signal Graphical User Interface �GUI� �see
�BG�� for more details�� In the last case it is necessary to convert
the graphical �le of the model ��Model��sig� to an ascii Signal
program �le ��Model��SIG��

����� C code generation

Once the Signal model is speci�ed� C code programs can be obtained
by compiling from �Model��SIG� By default� the Signal compilater
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Figure ���� The stand�alone code generation with Signal

gives mainly three C �les � �Model� body�c� �Model� io�c

and �Model� main�c�

� �Model� body�c contains three functions�

� logical �Model� initialize�void� to initialize
the Signal model�

� logical �Model� iterate�void� to update the Signal
model� this function gets �resp� sets� those input �resp�
output� signals in �les through the �Model� io�c func�
tions�

� logical �Model� iterate Black Box�inputs�outputs�

to update the Signalmodel� this function gets �resp� sets�
those input �resp� output� signals by means of parameters�

� �Model� io�c consists of input�output functions of the model�
Those input�output functions are made by reading and writing
in �les�

� �Model� main�c consists of the C main function of the stand�
alone program� The main function calls the initialization func�
tion and loops calling the iterate function �the one that deals
with input�output �les� at each logical step�

����� Make�le creation

In order to build an executable �le from the generated code from
Signal the make command is used� The make�le shows the compiler
how to link generated �les and how to compile them�

With Signal� this make�le is automatically made by the com�
mand�
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BuildMakefile �Model�

that provides the following make �le Makefile �Model�� If needed
�e�g� in order to change �Model� main�c to another main �le�� the
make �le can be improved by adding C user�s source includes�

����	 Stand�alone code compilation

In order to build the stand�alone program� the last thing to do� is to
run the make command with the make�le�

make �f �MakefileName�

After that one can start the stand�alone program as any stand�alone
program�



��



Chapter �

Introduction to Simulink

This is a short introduction beginning by a quotation taken from
�Mat�d� where a complete description of Simulink� can be found�
The latter is too large to be completely included here�

�Simulink is a software package for modeling� simulating�
and analyzing dynamical systems� It supports linear and
nonlinear systems� modeled in continuous time� sampled
time� or a hybrid of the two� Systems can be also multi�
rate� i�e� have di�erent parts that are sampled or update
at di�erent rates��

Since Simulink is a Matlab �Mat��� component� all of the tools in
Matlab are usable with it� So it is possible to take the Simulink si�
mulation results and analyze and visualize them with Matlab tools�

��� Simulink libraries

Simulink use data�ow oriented block diagrams and provides a library
of six blocks by default�

� Sources are blocks with vector outputs and no vector inputs�
e�g� Constant� Signal generator� and so on�

� Sinks are blocks with vector inputs and no vector outputs� e�g�
Scope� Display� Stop� and so on�

� Discrete are blocks with discrete vector outputs and discrete or
continuous vector inputs�

� Linear components are blocks with both vector outputs and
inputs� where outputs are a linear function of inputs� Examples
are Sum� Integrator� Transfer Function � and so on�

� Nonlinear components are blocks with both vector outputs and
inputs� where outputs are a nonlinear function of inputs� Ex�
amples of these are Logical Operator� Product� Abs� and
so on�
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� Connections are some blocks which do not belong to the above
library� e�g� Mux� Demux� Enable� and so on�

As Signal Simulink allows stand�alone generation� in four steps�
i�e� specify a model� generate C code� generate make�le and generate
stand�alone program� The Figure 	�� summarizes the architecture of
the stand�alone code generation with Simulink�

Figure 	��� The Real�Time Workshop�s architecture

��� Using Simulink

����� Building a model

It is possible to customize and create new blocks� and to collect to�
gether several blocks in order to build a new block� i�e� a Subsystem�
To create a model one simply performs the following steps�

�� Chose blocks in the suitable library�

	� Click and drag these blocks in the current Simulink model
window�

�� Link blocks together�

�� Save the model in a �le �Model��mdl�

The Figure 	�	 shows a simple model with four blocks� This
model is more exactly a submodel since it posseses an input block
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�In�� and an outputs block �Out�� and thus it can be represented
as a Simulink Subsystem block itself�

Figure 	�	� Block diagram of edge detector

This submodel is an edge detector and it will be used further in
the report� It works as follows� A binary piecewise constant signal is
in input� and at each tick of the clock this signal value is kept in the
Simulink Memory block and compared with the preceding signal
value thanks to the Relational Operator block� Thus� if the new
value is higher than the old value then the output signal is �� other�
wise it is 
�

Before starting the simulation� it is necessary to take care to �x
correctly some parameters� especially for the solver options� Simulink
provides several solvers for the simulation of numeric integration of
sets of Ordinary Di�erential Equations�ODEs�� Because of the diver�
sity of dynamic system behaviors� some solver may be more e�cient
than others at solving a particular problem� It is also possible to
choose between two kind of solvers� the variable�step and the �xed�
step solvers� Since� at the moment� it is not possible to build stand�
alone program with variable�step solvers� only �xed�step solvers are
used in this work� Hence� the step size needs to be set accurately�

The Figure 	�� shows a complete simple model which test the
above edge detector block� The Start command of the Simulation
menu starts the simulation and then a click on the Scope block
displays signals generated during the simulation in a new window�
see Figure 	���

Figure 	��� The test environment of the edge detector with its traces
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This simulation is not a stand alone�simulation since it runs on top
of Simulink� Since we need C code to link Simulink with Signal

and later stand�alone simulation� these points are dealt with in the
next sections�

����� C code generation

It is the Simulink Real�Time Workshop �RTW� �Mat�a� which is
used to automatically generate C code from Simulink block dia�
grams�
By default�� the RTW gives mainly four C �les �
�Model��c� �Model��h�
�Model��prm and �Model��reg�
Those �les are brie�y described below and described in detail in chap�
ter � of the Real�Time Workshop User�s Guide�Mat�a��

� �Model��c contains the procedures that implement the algo�
rithm de�ned by the Simulink block diagram�

� void MdlStart�int T tid� to initialize the model�

� void MdlOutput�int T tid� to update the output of
blocks at appropriate times�

� void MdlUpdate�int T tid� to update the discrete
states�

� void MdlDerivatives�void� contains derivatives provi�
ded by each block that has continuous states� The deriva�
tives are used by the solver to integrate the continuous
state to produce the next value�

� void MdlTerminate�void�

� �Model��h contains the structure de�nitions of the block dia�
grams �i�e� the model��

� �Model��p contains the structure declarations of the block dia�
grams�

� �Model��reg contains the model registration function�

� void MdlInitialiseSizes�void� to set size of various
data structures in a Simulink structure named SimStruct�

� void MdlInitialiseSampleTimes�void� to set sample
times for the model in the SimStruct�

� void �Model��void� to set up working areas in the
hboxSimStruct

�It is possible to customize the C code generated from any Simulink model
with the Target Language Compiler �TLC� �Mat�	c
� The TLC is a tool that is
included in RTW�
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Figure 	��� Matlab traces of the edge detector test

By default� the main C �le is generic �cf grt main�c� and does
not depend on the block diagrams de�ned in the �rst step� The main
C �le contains the main function that performs the initialization� the
model execution and the program termination�

����� Make�le creation

With Simulink� the make�le is automatically made from a template
make�le �for example grt unix�tmf is the generic real�time template
make�le for UNIX�� see chapter � of the Real�Time Workshop User�s
Guide�Mat�a��

����	 Stand�alone code compilation

Just like in section ������ the last thing to do is to run the make
command with the make�le�

make �f �MakefileName�

in order to build the stand�alone program� After that you can start
the stand�alone program as any stand�alone program�

��� Using the Stand�alone program

By default� the run of stand�alone program provides a Matlab da�
ta �le ��Model��mat�� Before the building of the stand�alone pro�
gram� it is possible to select which data we want in the Matlab

�le� see chapter 	 of the Real�Time Workshop User�s Guide�Mat�a��
Then� you can use Matlab to plot the result� The Figure 	�� shows
the traces of the edge detector test obtained by Matlab from the
test edge detector�mat �le�
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Chapter �

Generic model for hybrid

systems

��� A mathematical representation of hybrid

systems

Hybrid systems can be mathematically represented as follows�

 xi � fi�q� xi� ui� di� � xi � Rni � q � Q �����

yi � hi�q� xi� ui� ���	�

ei � si�q� xi� ui� yi� �����

�i � e��fei ��ei g �����

q� � T �q� �� � � � ��i� i � �� � � � � I� �����

Where�

������ i � �� � � � � I indexes a collection of continuous time sub�systems�
q � Q is the discrete state� where Q is a �nite alphabet�
xi � Rni is the vector continuous state of the ith continuous
time sub�systems�
ui � Rmi is the vector continuous control of the ith continuous
time sub�systems�
di � Roi is the vector continuous of disturbance of the ith con�
tinuous time sub�systems�

���	�� yi � Rpi is the vector continuous output of the ith continuous
time sub�systems�

������ ei � Bri where B is the boolean domain� Thus at each ins�
tant an r�tuple of predicates depending on the current values
of �q� xi� ui� yi� is evaluated�
Examples are xki � 
 where superscript k refers to the kth
component of xi� if xi � �x�i � � � � � xni�� or g�q� xi� ui� yi� � 
 for
g�q� �� �� �� � Rni�mi�pi ��� R� and so on�
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������ ei �t� denotes the left limit of ei at t� i�e�� the limit of ei�s� for
s � t� s � t� Assume that eki �t� 	� eki �t� means that the kth
predicate changes its status at instant t� this generates an event
�ki � Those marked events �ki are collected into a vector event
�i �and those latter are collected into vector event ��� Thus
trajectories ei are piecewise constant�

������ q� q� are the current and next discrete automaton state�

The thermostat example The thermostat example� which is ta�
ken from �NSY��� ACH���� BS��� is simple but it will used all along
this report to illustrate several di�erent formalisms� The temperature
is governed by di�erential equations� The thermostat is provided with
two parameters� m and M which determine the interval in which the
temperature of the room is supposed to remain� In order to satisfy
this requirement� the thermostat switches a heater OFF and ON �
Thus the system has two locations�

� At the location OFF � the temperature decreases according to
the exponential function x�t� � �eKt� where t is the time� � is
the initial temperature� and K is a constant determined by the
room�

� At the location ON � the temperature increases according to the
function
x�t� � �eKt ! h�� � eKt�� where h is a constant that depends
on the power of the heater�

So� the thermostat can be mathematically represented with the fol�
lowing equations�

Q � fON�OFFg �����

For the continuous subsystem ON�

 xON � fON�q� xON � � xON � R � q � Q ����

fON�ON�xON � � K�h� xON � �����

fON�OFF� xON � � 
 �����

yON � xON ����
�

eON � sON�q� xON � ������

sON�ON�xON � � xON 
M ����	�

sON�OFF� xON � � 
 ������

�ON � e��feON ��eON g ������
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For the continuous subsystem OFF�

 xOFF � fOFF �q� xOFF � � xOFF � R ������

fOFF �ON�xOFF � � 
 ������

fOFF �OFF� xOFF � � �KxOFF �����

yOFF � xOFF ������

eOFF � sOFF �q� xOFF � ������

sOFF �ON�xOFF � � 
 ���	
�

sOFF �OFF� xOFF � � xOFF 
M ���	��

�OFF � e��feOFF ��eOFF g ���		�

For the discrete automaton�

q� � OFF � q � ON � �ON � � ���	��

q� � ON � q � OFF � �OFF � � ���	��

Note the continuous temperature x can be obtained by adding x ON
and x OFF�

��� A hybrid system architecture

Simin Nadjm�Tehrani et�al� proposed to organized a hybrid system
as in Figure ��� and as described below�SNT����

� The Plant �P� is the physical environment under control� The
inputs u� the outputs y and the disturbances d all have conti�
nuous domains�

� The Characterizer �C� is the interface between the continuous
plant and the discrete selector in terms of� e�g�� discrete sensors�

� The Selector �S� is the purely discrete part of the controller�
The inputs as the outputs have discrete domains�

� The E�ector �E� is the interface between the discrete selector
commands and the continuous physical variables in terms of�
e�g�� continuous controllers�

The Controller �K� contains the characterizer� the selector and
the e�ector� The composition of the controller and the plant forms
the closed loop system�
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Figure ���� General hybrid system architecture� Solid arrows repre�
sent continuous and dashed discrete variable

The hybrid system architecture presented above� is a good start�
ing point for hybrid system modeling� It remains just to answer to
the following questions�

� How the mathematical representation of section ��� can be
mapped on the architecture of the section ��	"

� Which parts should be done in Signal and which ones in
Simulink"

� How the Signal part should be activated"

The next section presents a brief collection of hybrid system works�
Then� the chapter � shows two di�erent approach for modeling hy�
brid systems� and �nally� answers the above questions using the best
approach�

��� Related works

Hybrid system can be seen as dynamical systems consisting of in�
teracting and continuous components� They are traditionally used to
specify the combined behavior of several embedded real�time systems
as well as their physical environment�

The �rst extensions of the methodology in the formal speci��
cation and analysis of reactive systems to deal with real time and
continuously varying elements date from the beginning of nineties�
Automata �resp� Statecharts� have been extended to timed au�

tomata �resp� timed Statecharts� and hybrid automata �resp� hy�

brid Statecharts�� Bond graph gave switched bond graph in order
to take account of abrupt changes in the dynamic behavior of physi�
cal systems which are ubiquitous in engineering applications�
There are also some new languages which do not extend but use older
concept� e�g� Shift is a high level language which models networks
of hybrid automata�



	

����� Hybrid automata

Hybrid automata have been introduced by Xavier Nicollin� Joseph
Sifakis and Sergio Yovine in �NSY��� and an analysis of linear hybrid
automata are described in �ACH����� They modeled a hybrid sys�
tem as a �nite automaton that is expended with a set of real valued
variables� These variables can be tested and modi�ed at transitions�
At a automaton location Q the values of the variables change con�
tinuously with time according to evolution laws which are associated
with Q� The transition relations are speci�ed by guarded commands�
the activities� by di�erential equations� and the location invariants�
by logical formulas�

Figure ��	 illustrates a hybrid automaton of the thermostat pre�
sented in section ����

�

�

�x � m

ON

x �M

x �M

x � m
x � m

OFF

�x � K�h� x� �x � �Kx

Figure ��	� Hybrid automaton of the thermostat

Initially the heater is ON and the temperature of the room is m�

����� Hybrid Statecharts

If we consider particular Statecharts semantics like that imple�
mented by Statemate �HN���� Statecharts belong to the class
of the imperative synchronous languages� Statecharts have been
used for the speci�cation of complex reactive systems� The visual
formalism of Statecharts has been proposed by David Harel in
�Har���

�Our diagrams� which we call statecharts extend conven�
tional state�transition diagrams with essentially three ele�
ments� dealing� respectively� with the notions of hierarchy�
concurrency and communication��

Kesten and Pnueli have extended Statecharts� �rst adding the
element of metric time �Timed Statecharts� and secondly adding a
notion that allows to annotate a basic state by a di�erential equation
�Hybrid Statecharts��KP����
Thus� the activity associated with the di�erential equation is active
precisely when the state it labels is active�
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����� Switched bond graphs

A methodology for physical modeling of systems in three steps� i�e�
reticulation� equations generation and composition has been proposed
by Lennart Ljung and Torkel Glad in �Pay��� LG����

� Reticulation phase consists in repeatedly dividing the system
into sub�systems� until sub�systems can be described by equa�
tions without too much e�ort�

� Equations generation consists in �nding the equations that des�
cribe the sub�systems and that describe the sub�systems con�
nection�

� Composition phase consists in sorting the equations in the right
order and combining them�

L� Ljung shows also that the composition in bond graphs can be au�
tomatized�

Bond graphs

Bond graphs were created in ���� by Henry M� Paynter �Pay��� to
support physical modeling of systems� A bond graph is a graphical
model of the system� It is based on energy conservation and it des�
cribes the energy �ow through the modeled system� The energy �ow
is described by two quantities� i�e�� e�ort e and �ow f �

One of the main aspects is that di�erent domains� like mechanical�
hydraulic and electrical ones� are modeled in the same way� Because
energy behaves in the same way regardless of the domain� Actually�
energy can be fed into� stored or transformed in� or dissipated from
the system� Thus all models are built by a small number of ideal
elements� each describing a certain aspect of the behavior of energy�

Other advantages are�

� bond graphs allow some analysis of the models� e�g�� causality
analysis� mathematical model generation�

� bond graphs can be the user�s interface in a modeling and si�
mulation environment�

� equations associated with bond graph elements can be auto�
matically converted into simulation code�

Bond graph switch element

The bond graph language is originally designed to support the deriva�
tion of continuous models� However� many practical engineering sys�
tems incorporate fast switching devices such as relays� thyristors�
mechanical clutches� hydraulic valves and so on� These systems are
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referred to as �mode switching systems� �Str���� One extension� a�
mong several bond graph extensions proposed to allow modeling of
discrete phenomena� is to add to bond graph a new element called
ideal switch or by �misnomer� switch� The switch has two states�
zero e�ort and zero �ow� In the zero e�ort state the switch behaves
like an e�ort source and in the zero �ow state the switch behaves
like an �ow source� Thus switched bond graphs capture these hybrid
models� where the discrete part is simple and the continuous part is
arbitrary complex�

Str�omberg and Edstr�om extended the analysis of bond graphs to
switched bond graphs �Eds��� Str���� Causality analysis now depends
on the state of the switch� The algorithm for extracting mathematical
representation of the model has also been modi�ed�
The speci�c use of switched bond graphs in formal veri�cation of
embedded systems is dealt with in �SNTT���� The modeling� the
analysis and the design of hybrid systems in automatic control with
bond graphs are also resumed in �LGG�����

����	 Shift

A� Deshpande� A� G#oll#u and L� Semenzato present Shift in �DGS���
as following�

� Shift is a programming language for describing and
simulating dynamic networks of hybrid automata� Such
systems consist of components which can be created� in�
terconnected and destroyed as the system evolves� Com�
ponents exhibit hybrid behavior� consisting of continuous�
time phases separated by discrete�event transitions� Com�
ponents may evolve independently� or they may interact
through selected state variables and events� The interac�
tion network itself may evolve��

The Shift language is used as a system description� integration and
simulation environment in the Automated Highway Systems project
of the National AHS Consortium�
A compiler to translate Shift programs into C and a run�time system
for Shift have been implemented by the PATH project �Partners for
Advanced Transit and Highways� at Berkeley in California�
Shift is resolutely simple and small� It has only one number type�
no functions �however it can use external C functions� and it has a
garbage collector in its implementation� Shift has high�level sys�
tem abstractions which include di�erential equations� state transi�
tions and synchronous compositions� Thus it can be used to describe
models with di�erential equations which can be stopped or replaced
with other di�erential equations�
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General principle

In the Shift model� the world W consists of a set of hybrid compo�

nents�
W � fh�� � � � � hwg� Each components h is in a con	guration Ch

�discrete state�� The world evolves in a sequence of phases� Dur�
ing each phase� time �ows continuously while the con�guration of
the world CW � fCh� � � � � � Chwg remains �xed� In the transition
between phases� time stops and the set of components in the world
and their con�gurations are allowed to change� Thus� components
obey continuous�time dynamics within each phase and discrete�event
dynamics in phase transitions�

Example of Shift program

A component prototype is de�ned by the Shift type declaration�
The structure of a component is partly given by its inputs� out�
puts� and states� State variables are not visible outside the com�
ponent� The value of an input variable of a component may only
be speci�ed by another component� The discrete clause de�nes the
possible values for the type�s discrete state variable and associates a
set of di�erential equations and algebraic de�nitions to each discrete
state� Groups of common �ow equations are given a name through
the �ow clause� Transitions between states are de�ned in the tran�
sition clause� Transitions are labeled by a �possibly empty� set of
event labels� These labels allow transitions to synchronize with each
other�
Shift contains other facilities� however the above sub�set of Shift
is enough to specify and understand the following program of the
thermostat example of the section ����

Program � The Shift speci�cation of the thermostat

type Thermostat �

output continuous number x�

discrete

ON �heating��

OFF �cooling��

flow heating�

x� 	 K � �h � x��

�

flow cooling�

x� 	 � K � x�

�

transition

ON �� OFF �� when x 	 M�

OFF �� ON �� when x 	 m�

�
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Complex Shift program examples and more information about
Shift can be found at
http���www�path�berkeley�edu�shift��

To conclude this section� it seems Shift has good properties since
it is data��ow and object oriented� With regard to the veri�cation�
note that projects were underway to interface Shift to Kronos��
However� there seems to be fewer works related to Shift in recent
years after the end of the original PATH project�

����� Modelica

In September ���� the �rst version of Modelica �EOS�� OEM���
was �nished� its goal e�ort is to unify the concepts and design a new
uniform language for hybrid model representation� The central pro�
perty of Modelica is the usage of synchronous di�erential� algebraic
and discrete equations� see �OEM����
Modelica is an object�oriented modeling language� hence� it allows
hierarchical modeling� encapsulation� and inheritance� In order to
increase re�usability of model components� the Modelica model�
ing is based on equations instead of statements as in traditional in�
put�output block abstractions� i�e� instead of functions �methods in
traditional object�oriented languages� Modelica uses equations to
specify behavior�
Note that Modelica has possibilities to describe hierarchical bond
graph models thanks to a Modelica bond graph library de�ned in
�Bro���

��� Chapter summary

This chapter gives a brief survey of some related works and of course
it is not exhaustive for lack of space and of time� There are many
other tools for modeling and making simulation of dynamical systems
with both continuous and discrete sub�systems� as Scicos �Scilab
Connected Object Simulator� �NS���� Other tools for hybrid systems
veri�cation are emerging as� e�g�� the deductive checker The Stanford
Temporal Prover �STeP� �MS��� or the symbolic model checker for
linear hybrid automata HyTech �HHWT���

Though the hybrid community is young� i�e�� about ten years old�
it is widely spread through out the world� Moreover� this community
seems to have been divided in two� on the one hand the computer
scientists and on the other hand automatic control engineers� Krister
Edstr�om wrote in �Eds��� the following quotation�

�
Kronos �DOTY��
 is a model checker based on the model of timed�automata

for verifying temporal properties on the behavior of the system� such as reacha�
bility� invariance and bounded response�
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Computer scientists have focused on systems with com�
plex discrete dynamics and simpler continuous dynamics
and looked at properties like reachability� safety� etc� ���
In the area of Automatic control� the focus has been on
systems with complex continuous dynamics� with simpler
discrete dynamics� Issues are for example stability and
control�

Indeed� hybrid automata� Statecharts and Shift seem to be more
suitable for dealing with complex discrete dynamics and simpler con�
tinuous dynamics whereas bond graphs seem to be geared to deal with
complex continuous dynamics and simpler discrete dynamics� How�
ever� new languages like Modelica aims to merge the two directions
in order to enable analysis of systems with both complex continuous
and complex discrete dynamics� Development in this area is still in
very preminary stages�

Using Signal with Simulink to model complex hybrid systems
seems a good idea since Signal is very e�cient to model complex
discrete behaviors and Simulink is well�suited to deal with complex
continuous dynamics� this is the direction explored in this report�
The underlying mathematical model presented at the begining of this
chapter serves this purpose�



Chapter �

Co�simulation issues�

Simulink procedure calls

versus global variable

passing

This chapter shows two approaches allowing the simulation of hybrid
systems� In the �rst approach� the discrete part modeled with Signal
is the master and controls the changes in the continuous part by using
Simulink procedure calls� In the second approach� the stand alone
program provided by Simulink�Matlab is the master� the links
between the discrete part and the continuous part is done by means
of global variables� The rest of the report gives up the �rst approach
and explores in detail the second approach�

��� Using Simulink procedure calls� a naive

approach

Since the Signal program should be the controller of the system� the
�rst idea is to embed Simulink update functions into the Signal

stand�alone program� It is possible since Signal allows to directly
use external functions with Signal code� In order to simplify the
complete system� the Simulink model consists of several Simulink
sub�models �i�e� several �SubmodelSimulink��mdl �les should be
speci�ed��
The triggering of a sub�model is made by calling of the main function
of the sub�model� To do that the main function should be renamed
�for example� to �Sub�model� main�� Theses sub�models behave like
following�

function��Sub�model��main��

�� initialize

while true�

�� resolve sub�model equations
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if event� �� for example a threshold reached ��

exit of the loop

�

�

�� terminate

�

where the exit is done by means of Simulink Stop block�

The working scheme of the system is very simple� at each iteration
step of the discrete Signal automaton�

� the automaton checks its states and in particular if a �Simulink�
sub�system has just �nished its run�

� with above information the automaton solves the transition sys�
tem and �if needed� triggers a di�erent �Simulink� sub�system�

� to trigger a sub�system� the automaton calls a function which
sets a boolean variable�
e�g�� �Sub�model� stop� to false before it calls the sub�system
main function�

� to check if a sub�system has just �nished its run� the automaton
calls a function which returns the value of the �Sub�model� stop

variable and sets this variable to true�

Since all �SubmodelSimulink��c generated by the RTW contains
common function and variable identi�ers �like for example MdlStart�
MdlOutput and so on� it is necessary to rename them� The Target
Language Compiler �TLC� �Mat�c� allows to make a new target
for RTW where the common identi�ers are replaced by new identi�
�ers� Thus new identi�ers can consist of sub�model names plus old
identi�ers� For compiling from Simulink block diagram to C code�
the Real�Time Workshop �RTW� �Mat�a� used �target �les�� which
specify particular code for each block� It is the TLC which is used to
write these �target �les� ���tlc��

	���� The thermostat example

The thermostat of the section ��� has two discrete state ON and OFF
within the temperature moves continuously� It is easy to model these
two modes with two Simulink block diagrams ON and OFF as in
the Figure ���� Here� in order to simplify the example� m and M are
constants� but it is also possible to pass them in parameter�
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Figure ���� Block diagram of OFF

Figure ��	 illustrates the Signal controller� This Signal pro�
gram contains four external function calls� These functions are writ�
ten in C� see appendix A�� which describes their functioning and their
code�
When the event x eq inf is emitted� the sub�system OFF is stopped
because its variable x has reached its low bound m� So� if the event
x eq inf is emitted the automata �the biggest processus of the Fi�
gure ��	� is able to change its state and then provides the starting of
the sub�system ON�

Figure ��	� Signal thermostat using Simulink calls

	���� Discussion

In all cases� the above system is very restricted because its execution
is purely sequential� This means that �

� two sub�systems can not run at the same time

� when a sub�system runs the controller is frozen�

� when the controller runs no sub�system can be executed�
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Thus this system is not suitable to simulate hybrid systems�

One way to resolve those problems is to use threads� If it is pos�
sible to encapsulate main C subs�system functions and the automaton
into threads then it is possible to run in a concurrent way several sub�
systems and the automaton� The multi�threading will be seen later�
Another way to avoid the purely sequential running is shown in the
next section ���	��

��� Using global variable passing

Another way to link Signal model with Simulink model�s� is based
on the facilities provided by RTW� Actually� it is possible with
Simulink and RTW to build a system with several sub�systems which
seem to be executed at the same time�� Thus� the Simulink main �le
�e�g�� grt main�c�� is a judicious starting point to build the stand�
alone hybrid system simulator since the pseudo�parallelism of the
sub�systems is already taken in to account� In this way� instead of
several Simulink sub�model �SubmodelSimulink��mdls� only one
model �ModelSimulink��mdl is speci�ed� The continuous sub�model
are described in the main model by means of Simulink Subsystem
blocks� The Subsystem blocks are enable by means of Simulink Trig�
ger blocks and Simulink Enable blocks� Thus the system simulator
consists on the one hand of the Signal controller model� and on the
other hand of a big Simulink model �i�e� the main Simulink model��
The big Simulink model contains input ports allowing Simulink

Subsystem blocks to be enabled and disabled� and output ports al�
lowing sub�systems to emit events to the controller� The Signal

controller model is simpler than in section ����� since input signals
are replaced by external C functions checking termination and output
trigger signals are replaced by external trigger C functions�

In this way� Signal inputs are connected to some Simulink out�
puts and vice versa Simulink inputs are connected to Simulink

outputs� This connection can be made by means of global variable
passing�

The Simulink input variables can be accessed through External�

Inputs rtU and the Simulink output variables can be accessed
through ExternalOutputs rtY�
The ExternalInputs and ExternalOutputs structure types are au�
tomatically de�ned in the �ModelSimulink��h �le� The rtU and rtY

variables are automatically de�ned in the �ModelSimulink��prm�

�RTW provides two basic environments� a singletasking operating system and
a multitasking real�time operating system�e�g�� Tornado� refer to chapter 	 of the
Real�Time Workshop User�s Guide�Mat�	a
�

�grt main�c is a generic singletasking target main le�
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The Signal input variables can be passed by value to the Signal
iterate function �i�e�� �ModelSignal� iterate Black Box�inputs�

outputs��� Thus it is possible to pass directly the Simulink output
variables to Signal iterate function� The Signal output variables
should be passed by reference to Signal iterate function�

Now� the question is how the Signal automaton can be embedded
in the main C �le of the big Simulink system� The two next chapters
deal with some answers to the above question in details by showing
several ways to implement hybrid system simulators�



��



Chapter �

Generic model for the

global variable passing

approach

This chapter gives the generic model for the global variable passing
approach and provides three protocols for activation of the Signal
part� The generic model is based on the mathematical representation
and the architecture of hybrid systems presented in chapter ��

��� Hybrid system with Signal and Simulink

representation

����� The mapping of the mathematical representation

The plant is made of a collection of �nite Continuous Time Sub�
Systems �CTSS�� As in the mathematical representation of the
chapter �� let I be the cardinality of the collection and let i index
over I �the ith CTSS noted CTSSi�� Such CTSSi contains a vec�
tor xi � Rni of ni continuous state and also ni di�erential equations
������ This last equation can be rewritten as follows�

�
BBB�

 x�i
 x�i
���

 xnii

�
CCCA �

�
BBB�

f�i �q� x�i � ui� di�
f�i �q� x�i � ui� di�

���
fnii �q� xnii � ui� di�

�
CCCA �����

Hence� the system contains

IX
k��

nk di�erential equations for each q�

However� the implementation needs to extract the discrete parameter

q � Q of these di�erential equations� Thus we have J � jQj
IX

k��

nk
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di�erential equations in the continuous system DE�� At any time
t� one or several equations among this collection forms the basis for
computation� Let j be a new index for indexing the DE equations
as follows�

F��x
�
�� u�� d�� � f�� �q�� x

�
�� u�� d��

F��x
�
�� u�� d�� � f�� �q�� x

�
�� u�� d��

���
FjQj�x

�
�� u�� d�� � f�� �qjQj� x

�
�� u�� d��

FjQj���x
�
�� u�� d�� � f�� �q�� x

�
�� u�� d��

FjQj���x
�
�� u�� d�� � f�� �q�� x

�
�� u�� d��

���

���	�

Thus� we get a new function Fj for the jth equation in the old list of
equation DE� That is� by substituting� duplicating and renaming it
is possible to �nd a new indexing system so that only the j subscript
remains� Now we can write each di�erential equation as follows�

 xj � Fj�xj� uj � dj� �����

which allows to calculate the vector continuous state x and the vector
continuous output y thanks to equation

y � h�x� u� �����

which is a rewriting of equation ���	�� Then y feeds the characterizer
and the equation

e � s�y� �����

allows the detection of event e�
In comparison with Figure ���� a new component has been added in
the controller� it is the Edge detector which corresponds to equation
������ The discrete state q is de�ned only in the selector which is the
only purely discrete part� So� the selector contains the equation �����
and the new equation below�

c � g�q�� �����

where c � RJ is the vector discrete control of the e�ector�
The e�ector deduces from its input c two continuous vectors u � RJ

and enabl � BJ thanks to�

�uj � enablj� � k�cj� ����

enablj is used by the plant to enable or disable the jth di�erential
equation and uj is the vector continuous control of the jth di�erential

�
DE is used as the name for set of Di�erential Equations and J is used as

cardinality of DE
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equation�

Now that the loop is closed� we can put the above equations �eqn�
����� to eqn� ���� plus eqn� ����� and eqn� ������ together as follow�

if �enablj � �� then  xj � fj�xj � uj � dj� �����

y � h�x� u� �����

e � s�y� ����
�

�j � e��fej ��ej g ������

q� � T �q� �� ����	�

c � g�q�� ������

�uj � enablj� � k�cj� ������

Since the discrete controller �the automaton� is in one state at
any one computation point� it follows that the change in continuous
state is well�de�ned� i�e� although several equations are enabled in
parallel� only one equation at a time is chosen for each continuous
state variable�

����� Distribution of computations

It is obvious that the plant should be speci�ed by Simulink and the
selector by Signal� But for the other components of the system it is
not so clear�
There are several possibilities and the Figure ��� shows one of them in
which the e�ector� the characterizer and the edge detector are speci�
�ed by Simulink�
Later� we will see that it can be indispensable to specify the edge de�
tector by Signal instead of Simulink according to how the selector
is activated�
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Plant �physical environment�

�u� enabl� � k�c�

if �enablj � �� then �xj � fj�xj � uj � dj�

Figure ���� Hybrid system representation

��� Selector activations

The selector� i�e�� the union of equations ����	� and ������ is assumed
to work in discrete time� meaning that continuous time t is sampled
with period $t� During each sampling period� the �ej�t�� ej�t! $t��
trajectory is recorded� and it is hoped that each component of ej
changes at most once during the sampling period� If ej changes during
the sampling period then the event �j is emitted� Then� there are
several possibilities of checking the event �j for the selector� These
possibilities depend of how the selector is activated� Three activation
methods are discussed here� i�e�� periodic� aperiodic and asynchronous
selector activations�

����� Periodic synchronous selector activations

Synchronous means here that the selector activation coincides with a
tick of the clock of the sampled continuous system�

Protocol � At each sampling period $t
 the selector senses the 	nal
value of vector �j
 and applies its transition according to ������
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This protocol is simple� but assumes that sampling period $t is
small enough to avoid missing events� This may typically lead to
taking a $t much smaller than really needed� i�e�� to activate the
automaton for nothing most of the time�

����� Aperiodic synchronous selector activations

Protocol � Here the continuous time system �equations ���������

is the master
 driven by continuous real time t� Each time some �j
occurs in equation ����
 a �wake up� event is generated by the jth
continuous time system in which �j was generated� Then selector

�equation ������ awaits for wake up
 so wake up is the activation

clock of the selector� When activated
 the automaton checks which

event �j is received
 and moves accordingly
 following equation ������

Within this protocol� the master is the continuous time system�
and the selector reacts to the events output by the continuous time
system� More precisely� the continuous time system outputs wake up
�in addition to �j�� which in turn activates the selector�

����� Asynchronous selector activations

Here� continuous subsystems and the selector have independent
Simulink threads� that means above all the selector has its own
thread and its activation clock�

Protocol � At each round
 the selector senses whether there is some

event � 
 if it is the case then the selector moves accordingly
 following

equation ����� and 	nally
 it outputs the state changes to the e�ector
following equation ������

It is important to note that with the Protocol � the � generation
should be done in the Signal part instead of in the Simulink part
as in the Figure ����
Indeed� if the � is provided by Simulink� there is a risk that the
selector will miss some � because no assumption can be made about
when the selector will check its input channels� In the best case some
� are recognized with a delay of one tick in the selector
In order to illustrate this problem� Figure ��	 shows both methods�
i�e� � provided by Simulink and � provided by Signal�
In the two cases�

� the horizontal arrows coincide with the ticks of the selector
activations�

� ej � �j� ej� � and �j� are boolean signals�

� ej � and �j have same sample period $tj�

� ej� � and �j� have same sample period $tj� �
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In Figure ��	�a�� where � is provided by Simulink� there are the
following features�

� if ej equals 
 at time tj and � at time tj ! � �i�e the following
sample� then �j equals 
 at time tj and � between tj ! � and
tj ! 	

� if �j equals � at time tj then at time tj ! �� �j equals 
�

� ej� and �j� behave as ej and �j

So� �j is not synchronized with the selector but only with the sample
rate of ej � Hence in the Figure �j and �j� are lost�

On the other hand� in Figure ��	�b�� where � is provided by
Signal� there are the following features�

� if ej equals 
 at round k of the selector and � at following round
k ! � then �j equals 
 at round k and � at round k ! �

� if �j equals � at round k then at round k ! �� �j equals 
�

� ej� and �j� behave as ej and �j

� �j and �j� are not de�ned between two rounds�

So� �j and �j� are synchronized with the selector clock� Hence it is
impossible for the selector to know which of the two events ej and ej�

has occurred �rst� However� if it needs� it is possible to time�stamp
�j and �j� with an absolute date and then the selector can manage
with the time stamp � � This holds only if ej and ej� are generated
in the same subsystem� In practice� one needs complex clock syn�
chronization routines to ensure that time�stamped events generated
in di�erent sub�systems are meaningful�

Though it is still possible for the selector to miss some event
�e�g�� if ej moves from 
 to � and then to 
 between two rounds of the
selector�� this protocol has the advantage of being fully distributed�

ej�

ej

�j

�j�

� � � �

�a� in the Simulink part

ej�

ej

�j

�j�

� � � �

�b� in the Signal part

Figure ��	� � detection



Chapter �

Implementing the

co�simulation

In order to show how the hybrid system representation of the Figure
��� can be implemented with Signal and Simulink this section uses
the simple example of the thermostat already presented before� The
implementation in the synchronous case is dealt with in section ����
while the asynchronous case is dealt with in the following section ��	�

	�� synchronous selector activations

����� Simulink modeling

Figure ���� Simulink part of the thermostat

Figure ��� shows the main Simulink block diagrams of the thermos�
tat� This block diagram contains a plant block� a characterizer block
and two edge detector blocks� It does not contains the e�ector block
because this example is very simple and the e�ector is not needed
here�

The Plant

The plant of the thermostat �Figure ��	� contains the following fea�
tures�
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� Two input variables� i�e�� Enable OFF and Enable ON �

� Two continuous time sub�systems� i�e�� OFF and ON� These
subsystems are activated according to the Enable OFF and
Enable ON values as in the equation ��� and thanks to the
enabling ports at the top of the sub�systems OFF and ON�
A block diagram having such an enabling port� executes while
the input received at the enabling port is greater than zero�
For more information about Simulink enabled subsystems� see
Chapter  on Using Simulink �Mat�d�� Thus� if the input
signal enable OFF is � then OFF is running�

� An output variable x� i�e�� the temperature� At time t� the
output variable x equals the output variable of the activated
sub�system as following�

x � �x OFF  Enable OFF � ! �x ON  Enable ON� �����

So� the selector prevents OFF and ON from being activated
at the same time or else x will get a wrong value�

Figure ��	� The Plant of the thermostat

The continuous sub�systems

�a� The sub�system OFF �b� The sub�system ON

Figure ���� The sub�systems
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Figure ��� shows the block diagram of sub�systems OFF and ON�
Each sub�system calculates a di�erential equation� see the end of
chapter � of Using Simulink �Mat�d� where the modeling of dif�
ferential equations is explained� Note that each sub�system ON and
OFF has an enabling port at the left top�

The Characterizer

Figure ��� shows the block diagrams of characterizer of the thermos�
tat� Its input is the temperature x and it has two output ports to
be able to broadcast the event e OFF if the temperature reaches the
lower threshold m and the event e ON if the temperature reaches the
upper threshold M �

Figure ���� The Characterizer of the thermostat

The edge detectors

The modeling of edge detectors is described in the section 	�	���

����� Signal modeling

The Signal part contains just the selector since the edge detector
part is implemented in the Simulink part� Figure ��� shows the
Signal model is build of a synchronizer process �the left�hand block�
and of an automaton process� i�e�� the selector� �the right�hand block�
which is described in detail in Figure ����

Figure ���� Signal part of the thermostat
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The synchronizer block is necessary because the inputs of the se�
lector are just boolean C variables without well de�ned clock� Thus�
B tau OFF means the tau OFF with boolean type and tau OFF

means the event tau OFF�

Figure ���� ThermostatAutomaton

Note that the inputs of the selector are identical �except for the
type� to the outputs of the characterizer and the outputs of the selec�
tor suit well to the inputs of the plant� Nevertheless� after modeling
there is still a need to link the selector and the Simulink part to�
gether� Such a work depends on how the selector is activated�

����� Periodic synchronous selector activations

In order to execute a model� the main function of the Simulink main
�le� i�e�� grt main�c� runs an in�nite loop such as �

while true�

OneStep�Simulink�model�

�

So� to implement protocol �� it is just needed to add the iteration
function of the Signal part of the controller in the loop as below�

while true�

OneStep�Simulink�model�

OneStep�Signal�controller�

�

The main function of the grt main�c �le of the thermostat appli�
cation modi�ed according to Protocol � is showen in appendix B�	���

����	 Aperiodic synchronous selector activations

For the aperiodic synchronous selector activations� the main loop
becomes�
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while true�

OneStep�Simulink�model�

if �wake�up� � OneStep�Signal�controller��

�

The �wake up� should be produced only if any �j occures� So�
such �wake up� can be expressed by means of tests upon the �j as
follow�

if ���j j �j � �� OneStep�Signal�controller�

The main function of the grt main�c �le of the thermostat appli�
cation modi�ed according to Protocol 	 is showed in appendix B�	�	�

After compiling and running the model de�ned above� it is pos�
sible to see the traces� In this way� Figure �� shows the temperature
x moving between the values 	� and 	�� The vertical lines indicate
when the signals tau OFF and tau ON equal �� but in order to dif�
ferentiate at the time of displaying� tau OFF has been multiplyed
by 	
 and tau ON by 	��

Figure ��� Temperature traces

The result is the same with the two protocols � and 	� Since the
selector is assumed to have a negligible time of computation� it makes
no di�erence which protocol among the protocols � and 	 is used in
the application� However� considering the real time of computation�
protocol 	 seems more accurate�
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	�� Asynchronous selector activations

����� Simulink modeling

The main changes resulting from the asynchronous model are in the
Simulink modeling� Indeed� one needs to create a multi�rate mo�
del in order to use multi�threading or pseudo multi�threading with
Simulink� because threads are associated with sub�systems with the
same sampling rate� see Chapter  of Real�Time Workshop User�s

Guide�Mat�a��
The idea for simulating the wanted multi�threading� i�e�� a thread for
the Signal part and others for the continuous sub�systems parts� is
the folowing�

� set an activation clock for the Signal part thanks to a tick ge�
nerator whose its sampled rate is arbitrary �xed� as illustrated
in Figure ����

� �x sampled rate for the characterizer as illustrated in Figure
���

Figure ���� Simulink generator of the clock of the selector

Figure ���� Simulink part of the thermostat for Protocol �

����� Signal modeling

Section ��	�� explains why the edge detectors have to be in the
Signal part when the selector activations are asynchronous with the
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events from the characterizer� Figure ���
 shows the Signal model
of the thermostat with the two edge detector process �Figure �����
and the automaton �selector� process� This automaton is exactly the
same as in section ���� Moreover� note that an external input H� i�e��
a clock activation� takes place of the synchronizer process of Figure
����

Figure ���
� Signal selector for Protocol �

Figure ����� Signal edge detector

����� Linking

To link the two models above� it is enough to implement the following
loop �

while true�

OneStep�Simulink�model�

if Tick � OneStep�Signal�controller��

�

Of course� here the selector is not really embedded in a thread �or
pseudo�thread� since only the tick generator is embedded in a thread
�or pseudo�thread�� However� it is not a problem if the selector com�
putes in negligible time�

After compiling and running the model de�ned above� it is pos�
sible to see the traces� Figure ���	 shows the temperature x� which
should move between the values 	� and 	�� moves over these bounds�
The vertical lines going up the value � indicate the T icks of the se�
lector� The vertical rectangles indicate when the signals e OFF and
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e ON equal �� but in order to di�erentiate at the time of displaying�
e OFF has been multiplied by 	
 and e ON by 	�� Furthermore� the
left edge of these rectangles indicates the moment where the signals
e OFF and e ON are emitted for the �rst time� The very moment
of the discrete transition is on the T ick taking place between the left
and the right edges of these rectangles�The delay between the edges
and the T icks are due to the di�erence of the frequencies of the selec�
tor and of the characterizer� So the larger the rectangle is the longer
the delay between the event and the discrete transition is and the
more the temperature moves over the bounds�

This protocol seems worse than protocol � or 	� however it remains
interesting to study because it is like distributed simulation�

Figure ���	� Temperature traces with the Protocol �

It should be possible to �nd other means to implement each of
the three protocols� Especially for the third� it should be interesting
to implement it on top of a real�time kernel which deals with true
multi�threading and really embedded the selector in a thread� A
good thing will be to build a real�time multi�threaded Signal system
which allows to simulate hybrid systems with Simulink or other tools
dealing with di�erential equations�



Part III

Summarizing application
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Chapter �

The siphon pump machine

There are two kinds of discrete dynamic change in a plant� On the
one hand there are those which are the consequence of discrete con�
trollers interacting explicitly via binary actuators such as hydraulic
shunt valves� or mechanical clutches� electrical relays� see e�g� the
thermostat example� On the other hand there are discrete dynamic
changes which are due to internally controlled discrete devices such
as diodes� free wheeling devices or hydraulic check valves� So it is
interesting to see how it is possible to simulate with the methods
proposed in chapter � a system having both explicit control and in�
ternal mode change� The case study presented here provides to such
a system� Indeed the siphon pump machine contains hydraulic shunt
valves and hydraulic check valves� This example is modeled carefully
in order to obtain a simulation as realistic as possible�
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�� Historical background

The siphon pump machine was proposed

Figure ��� Gabriel
Polhem�s model of
the siphon pump ma�
chine� copied from
�Lin��� Str���

in ��� by the Swedish engineer Christofer
Polhem ����������� The pre% and post%
history of the pump machine is covered in
�Lin��� in Swedish� More recently� Jan�
Erik Str�omberg has used the Polhem�s si�
phon pump machine to illustrate his thesis
�Str��� and several parts of papers �SNT���
SST��� SNTT��� which I use in this section
verbatim�
The siphon machine was designed to re�
place the contemporary� quite complex
mechanical devices for draining the copper
mines in Falun �Sweden�� The main fea�
ture was that it contained almost no mov�
able parts and especially it did not contain
the normally indispensable water�wheel�
Hence� the maintenance cost was so con�
siderably reduced that Christofer Polhem
o�ered Bergskollegium� to personally take
care of all the maintenance at a �modest�
yearly cost�
However� Polhem�s proposal was rejected
by the Bergskollegium because his pump
seems too good to be true and he refused to
reveal any of the details before he was con�
tracted for the project� There is maybe an�
other reason� it seems also that Christofer
Polhem was �quite greedy� and his �mo�
dest� payment� he had in mind for the main�
tenance� just happened to slightly exceed
the cost of maintaining the old pumps�
Near �	� the idea of Polhem�s pump even�
tually reached the prospectors of the Harz
mines in
Klausthal �Germany�� After some negotia�

tion with Christofer Polhem� it was �nally decided that a small�scale
model �Figure �� taken from �Lin���� of the siphon machine was to
be built� This model was in fact �nished by Polhem�s son Gabriel and
delivered to prospectors of the Harz in ��� In Jan�Erik Str�omberg�s
opinion� it is not likely that a full scale version of Polhem�s invention
was ever built� though a machine based on similar principles was later
used in Klausthal�

�The Bergskollegium is the Board of Mining and Metallurgical Industries
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�� Principles of operation

����� The pump description

The informal abstraction of the pump of the Figure �	 shows the
pump machine consists of a hydraulic system and a separate pneu�
matic supply system�

Figure �	� An informal model of the siphon pump machine copied
from �Str���

The hydraulic system

The hydraulic system consists of a mounted cascade of elementary
sections where a section consists of one open container connected
on its top with a closed container by a check valve� Actually closed
container is pressure vessel� such vessel is also connected on its top by
a check valve with the open containers of the next section� The check
valves are directed in such a way that the water will �ow upward only�
Figure �	 shows only two such sections� The bottom open container
is an abstraction of the sump at the bottom of the mine and the top
open container is an abstraction of the drained ground level sump�
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The pneumatic supply system

The pneumatic supply system is depicted to the right and to the top
of the hydraulic part of the diagram and consists of

� an air�compressing vessel�

� a three�way valve �i�e�� discrete shunt valve��

� an elevated lake supplying near constant over�pressure�

����� Working principles

The purpose of the pump is to lift the water �owing into the sump
at the bottom of the mine to the drained ground level sump� This
pump works in a two�phase �pull and push� manner as follows�

The pull phase

In the pull phase� the pressure vessels are de�pressurized by opening
the shunt valve to drain the air�compressing vessel at the ground
level� Now the water will be lifted from all the open containers to the
pressure vessels next above� Hence� as a result of this �rst phase� all
the pressure vessels will be water �lled�

The push phase

In the pull phase� the pressure vessels are pressurized by opening the
shunt valve to �ll the air�compressing vessel from the elevated lake�
Now all the pressure vessels will be emptied via the connections to the
open containers next above� Hence� as a result of this second phase�
all the open containers will again be �lled with water� However� the
water has now been shifted up�wards half a section�

By repeating these two phases the water is sequentially lifted to
the ground level�

Figure �� depicts a fraction of the siphon pump machine� The
water entering the bottom container ��ow q�� is lifted to the top
container by lowering and raising the pneumatic pressure pc in the
closed vessel� Due to the check valves� the water is forced to move
upwards only� The reason why more than three containers and vessels
are needed in practice� is that the vertical distance between any pair
of vessel and container is strictly less than �
 meters since water can
be lifted no higher than � �
 meters by means of the atmospheric
pressure �� � bar��
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Figure ��� A fraction of the siphon pump machine copied from
�Str���
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Chapter 	

The pump modeling

In order to provide as genuine parameter values as possible� and for
the sake of validation� the model of the pump described in this chap�
ter is a �scaled pump�� i�e� a model of the real pump down�sized a
factor ten or so� The size of this suggested pump almost coincides
with the size of the model built in �	 by Gabriel Polhem �son of
Christofer�� Naturally the model built by Gabriel was not a mathe�
matical model but a three dimensional physical model built in wood�
steel and copper� see Figure ���

The �rst step� in order to build a simulator with Signal and
Simulink of a system� is to build a mathematical model of this sys�
tem and to gather the parameter values� Then it should be already
possible to model the plant with Simulink� The second step is to
choose a strategy for controlling the system and then build the con�
troller according to the strategy chosen and also according to the
protocol of selector activation wanted� Concerning the pump� the
mathematical model� the setting of the parameter values as well as
a naive controller have been given by Jan�Erik Str�omberg and this
work is reported in Appendix C�

This chapter � shows the architecture of a simulator built from
Jan�Erik Str�omberg�s mathematical speci�cation of the pump� Note
that only a fraction of the pump �which is illustrated in Figure ���
is modeled here and not the whole pump with the pneumatic sys�
tem� Moreover� the model presented here has been made by means
of protocol 	 provided in chapter ��

��� The hybrid system architecture

of the pump

After having the mathematical speci�cation of the pump� it is possible
to represent the simulator by means of the architecture presented in
section ������ Then the architecture obtained in this way is such as
the diagram of the Figure ����
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At the highest level� the pump has the external �ow q� �m��s�
entering container � as input and the external �ow q� leaving the
container � as output�
The �ow q� entering container � is determined by the environment
�ground water entering the mine cannot be controlled but is de�ned
by mother nature�� Hence q� is a disturbance signal�

At a lower level� the pump is modeled with a plant� an e�ector� a
characterizer and a selector� Obviously� the selector acts on the pneu�
matic pressure in container 	� i�e� pc �Pa�� Then the e�ector provides
from pc and from the gravity induced hydraulic pressure due to accu�
mulated water in containers �p�� p	 and p�� the net driving pressure
of the vertical pipes �p�� and p���� Hence� in addition to q�� the plant
uses p�� and p�� to calculate the output �ow q��
In order to stimulate the selector� the characterizer �watches� con�
tinuously the water level depth of the container �x�� x� and x�� and
sends event � to the characterizer when it is necessary�

�

�

� ��

��

� � �

�� �

�

E�ector Characterizer

Plant �physical environment�

Selector �purely discrete part�

Controller

Pc

x� x�p� p� p� x�

�� �� ��

q�

p��p��

q�

Figure ���� General hybrid system architecture of the pump

��� The plant

The plant� i�e� the physical environment is depicted in Figure ��	� It
contains mainly two check valve systems� Each check valve system is a
hybrid system� Indeed� the water �ow through a check valve behaves
di�erently according to the mode of the latter� In the checked mode
the water �ow is null and in the cracked mode the water �ow follows
a di�erential equation�
Hence� the check valve can be also modeled using both Simulink and
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Figure ��	� The architecture of the plant

Signal� The discrete mode selector is modeled in Signal and the
rest in Simulink�

The check valve

Figure ���� Simulink block diagram of the check valve m�

The principle of the check valve m� is similar to the thermostat ex�
ample since they have both two discrete states� However� though it
is possible to separate the characterizer part from the �plant� part
of the check valve� in Figure ��� the characterizer is embedded in the
sub�system �m� cracked and m� cracked��
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Concerning the Signal part� the Figure ��� shows that the selec�
tor of the check valve is the same as the selector of the thermostat
example� only the identi�ers change�

Figure ���� Signal selector of a check valve

The Simulink block diagram of the plant

Once the check valve part is done� the plant can be completely mo�
deled such as in the Simulink block diagram of the plant �Figure
����� Note that all inputs and outputs which were present in Figure
��	 are also present in the Simulink block diagram� Moreover� this
last has also some inputs and outputs in order to allow the mode
switching of the check valves by the external Signal check valve se�
lector� The Simulink block diagram of the plant has also q� and
q�� as outputs in order to display their trajectories after running the
simulation�

Figure ���� Simulink block diagram of the plant of the pump
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��� The control strategy

Finding a safe and optimal controller is far from easy� One of the more
important requirements is the following� It is important to minimize
the number of switches of the value of pc� Changing pc from !�
kPa
to ��
kPa and vice versa results in a signi�cant amount of energy
loss� One solution is to maintain pc constant over as long periods as
possible�
Another important requirement is to maximize the output �ow q�
without risking that xi will end up outside the safe interval de�ned�
Especially under all possible disturbances �q���

The naive controller proposed by Jan�Erik Str�omberg in appendix
C�� can be depicted by the automaton of Figure ���� Note Jan�Erik
Str�omberg was aware of this is not a robust controller�

� �

�

Pc � � Pa

Idle Pull Push

Pc � ��� kPa Pc � �� kPa

�x� cross his max bound�

OR �x� cross his min bound�

�x� cross his max bound�

OR �x� cross his min bound�

e�

e�

�x� cross his max bound�

e�

Figure ���� Automaton of the control strategy of the selector

The principle of this controller can be informally described as
follows�

�� First of all� the �rst discrete state� i�e�� the Idle state� is the
initialization state� At the beginning the tree containers are
empty� So it is necessary �rst to let the bottom containers �ll�
This is what is done in the Idle state�

	� When the �rst container is full enough� an event is broadcast
by a level sensor �which is simulated by the characterizer� and
the pump moves from the Idle state to the Pull state�

�� In the Pull state� container 	� i�e�� the pressure vessel� is de�
pressurized� Hence container 	 �lls from the container �� Note
that container � is continuously �lled by the input �ow q� which
is uncontrollable� So the water level of container � moves ac�
cording to the input �ow q� and the �ow q�� in the pipe between
the two containers � and 	� When both are possible the level
of container � either rises or falls�
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�� If the water level of container � moves down until a given mi�
nimum threshold �detected by a sensor� or if the water level of
container 	 is high enough then the pump moves from the Pull
state to the Push state�

�� In the Push state� container 	 is pressurized� Hence container 	
stops �lling from container � and �lls container �� So� container
� continues to �ll according to the �ow q� and container � �lls
according to the �ow q�� �in the pipe between the two containers
	 and �� and the output �ow q�� And of course container 	 is
emptied�

�� Finally� if the water level of container 	 reaches its minimum
threshold or if the water level of container � is high enough then
the pump comes back from the Push state to the Pull state�
Thus� the loop is closed�

The above automaton gives which events lead to discrete state
transitions of the selector and how these events are deduced� Hence
it is easy to model a characterizer which watches the di�erent wa�
ter levels and provides the suitable events� Such a characterizer is
depicted in Figure ���

�a� The characterizer �b� The Simulink block
diagram which simulates
the sensors

Figure ��� Simulink block diagram of the characterizer of the pump

In the same way the e�ector is depicted in Figure ����
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Figure ���� Simulink block diagram of the e�ector of the pump

Once the plant� the characterizer and the selector are built� all
these components should be linked together such as in the Figure ����

Figure ���� Simulink block diagram of the whole pump

The last thing to do to conclude modeling of the pump� is to
implement the controller automaton with Signal� see Figure ���
�
Instead of having an automaton with two states as the selector of the
check valves� here there is three states� Moreover the output of the
selector is now the pressure pc which is an integer� There is also a
second output �event pc� which is a Signal event emitted when a
discrete transition occurs� This variable is used by the main function
of the grt main�c to update the input pc of the E�ector only when
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discrete state of the selector changes�

Figure ���
� Signal selector of the pump

Once the model of the pump is built� it remains just to experiment
with it� This part of the work is dealt with in the next chapter�



Chapter 


The pump simulation

It was a priori known that the naive controller is not robust� This
chapter illustrates this fact by simulations of the pump with di�erent
constant values for the input �ow q�� Indeed� simulations of the pump
show two kinds of behavior� If the �ow q� is too large then container
� over�ows� If the �ow q� is too weak then the switches of the value
of pc happens faster and faster�

��� Overow

Figure ��� shows traces of the input �ow q�� the �ows in the pipes
q�� and q��� and the output �ow q� while a simulation where q� is
constant and equals 	��
��m��s� These �ow traces do not show a
bad behavior� Indeed they show at the �rst step �the Idle state� the
�ow q�� in the pipe between containers � and 	 and the �ow in the
pipe q�� between containers 	 and � are null� Then after a while� the
system moves from the Idle state to the Pull state and q�� is positive
and q�� is still null until the system moves from the Pull state to the
Push state� In the Push state q�� is positive and q�� becomes null
and the output �ow q� becomes also positive since container � is �l�
ling� In the step following� the system moves from the Push state to
the Pull state� Then q�	 becomes positive and q�� becomes null so q�
decreases because container � empties� Then the switching between
Push state and Pull state goes on�

Such behavior of the pump seems correct� however the observation
of only the �ows in the di�erent pipes is not su�cient to say this
pump behaves well� Indeed it needs also to watch the water levels in
each container to check whether there is over�ow� Figure ��	 shows
such traces� The water level of the ith container is denoted by xi�
The height H of the containers is equal to 
��m� The upper sensors
are situated at 
�
�m from the bottom of the container� The lower
sensors are situated at 
�

�m from the bottom of the container�
At the beginning of the simulation� i�e�� at time t � 
� the water
level in container � is 
�
	m and all the other containers are empty�






Figure ���� Water �ows of the system with q� � 	��
��m��s

Note the fact that container � being not empty changes nothing at the
simulation since in the Idle state� container � �lls� What is important
in these traces is that around t � ��
 s container � over�ows since
x� reaches the value of H� Because water was not lifted fast enough
against the input water �ow q�� The controller is not to blame� since
over�ow is due to q� which is uncontrollable� Moreover� over�ow is
easily detectable� So it should be interesting to �nd in witch domain
of q�� the pump can work without problems� However� the next
section shows that even if there is no over�ow� the controller has a
bad behavior�

Figure ��	� Water levels of the system with q� � 	��
��m��s

��� Explosion of switches

A new simulation has been done with q� constant and equal to
���
��m��s� Figure ��� shows that the output �ow q� after a while
tends towards the q� value� That sounds good� However if we examine
the other �ows in Figure ��� or the water levels in Figure ��� it appears
obviously that the switches between Pull state and Push state are
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Figure ���� Water �ows q� of the system with q� � ���
��m��s

Figure ���� Water �ows of the system with q� � ���
��m��s

faster and faster� Recall that one of the important requirements was
to minimize the number of switches of the value of pc� �see the section
�����

The intention of this study was not to �nd an optimal controller�
The �rst goal was to show that it is possible to build a realistic
simulator of a fairly complicated physical model with the method
proposed in the preceding chapters� The second goal was to show
that hybrid system behavior is not easy to understand and to foresee�
So the simulation of such systems is very good to show and analyze
their behaviors�



	

Figure ���� Water levels of the system with q� � ���
��m��s
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Conclusion

Report summary	 This report has presented hybrid systems which
are systems consisting of a mixture of discrete and continuous com�
ponents� such as a discrete controller that controls a physical envi�
ronment� It showed how such systems can be mathematically repre�
sented� modeled and simulated� Mainly� it dealt with the co�modeling
and the co�simulation with Signal and Simulink� Several methods
have been proposed and examined� namely�

� embed Simulink update functions into the Signal generated
stand�alone program�

� embed Signal update functions into the Simulink generated
stand�alone program�

The second method has been kept because the Matlab stand�alone
program easily deals with concurrent components�

In order to ease the building of a hybrid system simulator� a
simulator architecture was proposed where the Simulink part and
the Signal part are well de�ned� In this architecture the continuous
environment is called the Plant and the purely discrete component is
called the Selector� Then three protocols for the selector activation
have been proposed� namely�

�� Periodic synchronous selector activations� The selector clock
corresponds to the sample rate of the Simulink part� Hence
the selector is activated for nothing most of the time�

	� Aperiodic synchronous selector activations� It is an improve�
ment of the �rst one since the selector is activated only if it is
necessary�

�� Asynchronous selector activations� The activation clock of the
selector is asynchronous with any of the continuous components
of the plant�

For each protocol an implementation method was proposed and illus�
trated with a simple example�

Finally� the non�trivial modeling example of the pump provided
by �the father of Swedish engineers�� Christofer Polhem� illustrated
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our modeling method with protocol 	 �i�e�� aperiodic synchronous se�
lector activations�� Here� we have added a naive controller and shown
how co�simulation points out some de�ciencies of the controller�

Although this report provides already a continuous environment
for SIGNAL controller simulation� this is only a beginning for the
hybrid system co�simulation with Signal and Simulink� There re�
mains a lot of ways to explore and works to do�

Future work	 The example of the pump showed that the model�
ing of a hybrid system is a hard work� The sources of mistakes are
numerous� They can occur�

� in the physical speci�cation�

� in the Simulink modeling�

� in the Signal modeling�

� in the interaction between the Simulink and Signal parts�

So it should be useful to have some tools to minimize the risk of
mistakes� For example such tool could support the building of the
Simulink and Signal models� as well as the link�

Though an implementation method for protocol � exists� this way
has not been explored fully� For example� protocol � should lead to a
real multi�tasking implementation instead of a pseudo multi�tasking�
Moreover� it should be interesting to see how the Polhem�s pump
modeled with this protocol behaves� It is likely that the switching
explosion would be avoided if since the switches can not be faster
than the selector activation clock� Hence� one can wonder how the
selector activation clock a�ects the whole hybrid system�

Using Signal with Simulink to model complex hybrid systems
seems a good idea since Signal is very e�cient to model complex
discrete behaviors and Simulink is well�suited to deal with complex
continuous dynamics� this is the direction explored in this report�
However� the methods presented here do not yet fully exploit the
power of Signal� since the selectors were very simple� even in the
non�trivial example of the pump� Indeed� when an event is reco�
gnized by the selector� the selector runs only one step� Whereas a
complex selector would run several discrete steps until a steady state
is reached�

In �LMNT���� a reactive rule�based system is de�ned as system
that reacts to the changes of its environment continuously� Such sys�
tem is composed of three entities called state� rules and inference

engine� When a stimulus comes from the environment �such a mo�
ment is called an asynchronous computational point �ACP�� one or
more rules are triggered� producing new changes in the states� which





in turn trigger other rules� and so on� This is continued until no
changes are possible� i�e� a steady state is reached� Then the system
starts �resting� in its new equilibrium period� awaiting new stimuli�
The inference engine is in charge of the computations at the ACPs�
So� a possible future work is to allow the simulation of complex hy�
brid systems by extending the proposed methods to take account of
the inference engine de�ned above�





Appendix A

Using Simulink procedure

calls

A�� The C main program of the Signal con�

troller of the thermostat

The thermostat�c �le is the main �le of the thermostat application�
it has been written to replace
thermostat main�c which is automatically generated by the pro�
gram Signal ��gure ��	�� The thermostat�c �le contains four new
functions�

� call OFF is used to call the Simulink model OFF� actually it
calls the function sim OFF provided by compiling the Simulink
model OFF� Just after sim OFF ends its running� the global
variable stop OFF take the value �� then call OFF �nishes�

� call ON is used like call OFF but for the Simulink model ON�

� stop event OFF is used to check if the global variable stop OFF

has moved to � since the last call of stop event OFF� If yes�
an event x eq inf is broadcast from the box containing the
stop event OFF�

� stop event ON is used like stop event OFF but for the Simulink
model ON�

This is the thermostat�c �le�

�include �thermostat�types�h�

�include �thermostat�externals�h�

�include �thermostat�body�h�

extern void thermostat�OpenIO���

extern void thermostat�CloseIO���

logical stop�OFF 	 �� �� initialisation ��

logical stop�ON 	 ��
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extern void call�OFF�logical start��

int i�

i	sim�OFF��� �� call the simulink model OFF��

stop�OFF 	 ��

�

logical stop�event�OFF�logical H��

logical stop	stop�OFF�

stop�OFF 	 ��

return stop�

�

extern void call�ON�logical start��

int i�

i	sim�ON��� �� call the simulink model ON��

stop�ON 	 ��

�

logical stop�event�ON�logical H��

logical stop	stop�ON�

stop�ON 	 ��

return stop�

�

extern int main��

� int i�

logical code�

code 	 thermostat�initialize���

�� to run �� steps of SIGNAL��

for �i	�� i���� i�	�� thermostat�iterate�Black�Box����

�



Appendix B

Using global variable

passing

B�� The Signal part

To link C code obtained from the Signal model with the C code from
the RTW� it is necessary after compiling the model Signal with the
compiler to do the following actions�

� inhibit the �ModelSignal� iterate�� function
from the �ModelSignal� body�c �le since it is
the �ModelSignal� iterate Black Box�� which will be use in�
stead�

� inhibit the call to �ModelSignal� iterate�� function from the
�ModelSignal� main�c �le�

� use the command make �f �Makefile� in order to build the
�ModelSignal� body�o which will be linked latter to
the Simulink grt main�c �le�

B���� The Thermostat body�c �le

�include �Thermostat�types�h�

�include �Thermostat�externals�h�

static logical H����H�

�� 		� parameters and indexes ��

�� 		� input signals ��

static logical B�tau�OFF� B�tau�ON�

�� 		� output signals ��

static logical Enable�OFF� Enable�ON�

�� 		� local signals ��

static logical S� ZS�

static logical XZX����

static logical XZX���� XZX���� BCLOCK�XZX� XZX� �� XZX�!!�

EXTERN logical Thermostat�initialize��
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�

ZS 	 FALSE�

XZX��� 	 TRUE�

H����H 	 TRUE�

return TRUE�

�

EXTERN void Thermostat�iterate�Black�Box�

logical �B�tau�OFF�� logical �B�tau�ON��

logical ��Enable�OFF�� logical ��Enable�ON��

�

B�tau�OFF 	 �B�tau�OFF��

B�tau�ON 	 �B�tau�ON��

XZX��� 	 �ZS�

XZX��� 	 B�tau�OFF "" XZX����

BCLOCK�XZX 	 B�tau�ON "" ZS�

XZX� � 	 BCLOCK�XZX �� XZX����

XZX�!! 	 �XZX� ��

if �XZX����

S 	 TRUE�

else if �BCLOCK�XZX�

S 	 FALSE�

else

S 	 ZS�

Enable�OFF 	 �S�

Enable�ON 	 S�

��Enable�OFF� 	 Enable�OFF�

��Enable�ON� 	 Enable�ON�

ZS 	 S�

�

B���� The Thermostat main�c �le

�include �Thermostat�types�h�

�include �Thermostat�externals�h�

�include �Thermostat�body�h�

extern void Thermostat�OpenIO���

extern void Thermostat�CloseIO���

extern int main��

�

logical code�

Thermostat�OpenIO���

code 	 Thermostat�initialize���

�� while�code�code 	 Thermostat�iterate�����

Thermostat�CloseIO���

�
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B�� The grt main�c �le

To implement the hybrid system simulator with Signal and Simulink
see section ��	� the Simulink main �le� i�e�� grt main�c �le� can be
used as a starting point�

Next� the following elements have to be added at the appropriate
places�

� include Signal header �les

� include �ModelSimulink��h to allow the use of the rtU and
rtY types

� extern logical �ModelSignal� initialize���

� extern void �ModelSignal� iterate Black Box������

� extern ExternalOutputs rtY� to allow the use of the rtY

variable

� extern ExternalInputs rtU� to allow the use of the rtU vari�
able

One needs to initialize the Signal automaton in the main func�
tion before the MdlStart�� call� The Signal automaton initializa�
tion is made in two steps�
�ModelSignal� initialize�� is called in the �rst step and
the �ModelSignal� iterate Black Box����� is called with required
inputs in the second step�
After that� the use of the �ModelSignal� iterate Black Box�����

function depends on whether automaton activations are periodic� ape�
riodic or asynchronous�

B���� Periodic synchronous selector activations

This is the main function of the grt main�c �le modi�ed according to
the Protocol �� This �le has been renamed therm prot� grt main�c�

int�T main�int�T argc� char�T �argv#$�

�

SimStruct �S�

const char �status�

char�T str�#�$�

real�T finaltime 	 ����

int�T port 	 �  ���

double tmpDouble�

logical code� ������

logical enable�OFF� ������

logical enable�ON� ������



��

��������������������

� Parse arguments �

��������������������

���

�������������������������

� Initialize the model �

�������������������������

rt�InitInfAndNaN�sizeof�real�T���

���

�� Initialize the Thermostat automaton ��

code 	 Thermostat�initialize��� ������

Thermostat�iterate�Black�Box����� ������

"enable�OFF�"enable�ON�� ������

if �enable�OFF 		 � �� enable�ON 		 ��� ������

rtU�root�Enable�OFF 	 �real�T�enable�OFF� ������

rtU�root�Enable�ON 	 �real�T�enable�ON� ������

� ������

MdlStart���

START�S��

if �ssGetErrorStatus�S� �	 NULL� �

GBLbuf�stopExecutionFlag 	 ��

�

��������������������������������������

� Execute the model� �

��������������������������������������

while ��GBLbuf�stopExecutionFlag ""

�ssGetTFinal�S� 		 ��� ��

ssGetTFinal�S��ssGetT�S� �

ssGetT�S��DBL�EPSILON�� �

rt�OneStep�S��

if �ssGetStopRequested�S�� break�

�� thermostat automaton iteration �� ������

Thermostat�iterate�Black�Box� ������

�logical�rtY�root�tau�OFF� ������

�logical�rtY�root�tau�ON� ������

"enable�OFF�"enable�ON�� ������

if �enable�OFF 		 � �� ������

enable�ON 		 ��� ������

rtU�root�Enable�OFF 	 ������

�int�T�enable�OFF� ������

rtU�root�Enable�ON 	 ������

�int�T�enable�ON� ������



��

�� ������

�

if ��GBLbuf�stopExecutionFlag ""

�ssGetStopRequested�S�� �

�� Execute model last time step ��

rt�OneStep�S��

�

���������������������

� Cleanup and exit �

���������������������

���

� �� end main ��

B���� Aperiodic synchronous selector activations

This is the main function of the grt main�c �le modi�ed according to
the Protocol 	� This �le has been renamed therm prot� grt main�c

and di�ers from therm prot� grt main�c only in the main loop�

int�T main�int�T argc� char�T �argv#$�

�

���

while ��GBLbuf�stopExecutionFlag ""

�ssGetTFinal�S� 		 ��� ��

ssGetTFinal�S��ssGetT�S� �

ssGetT�S��DBL�EPSILON�� �

rt�OneStep�S��

if �ssGetStopRequested�S�� break�

�� if %%wake�up�� �� ������

if ��logical�rtY�root�tau�OFF 		 � ������

�� �logical�rtY�root�tau�ON 		 ��� ������

�� then thermostat automaton iteration �� ������

Thermostat�iterate�Black�Box� ������

�logical�rtY�root�tau�OFF� ������

�logical�rtY�root�tau�ON� ������

"enable�OFF�"enable�ON�� ������

if �enable�OFF 		 � �� enable�ON 		 ��� ������

rtU�root�Enable�OFF 	 ������

�int�T�enable�OFF� ������

rtU�root�Enable�ON 	 ������

�int�T�enable�ON� ������

�� ������

�



��

�

���

� �� end main ��

B���� Asynchronous selector activations

This is the main function of the grt main�c �le modi�ed according to
the Protocol �� This �le has been renamed therm prot& grt main�c�

int�T main�int�T argc� char�T �argv#$�

�

SimStruct �S�

const char �status�

char�T str�#�$�

real�T finaltime 	 ����

int�T port 	 �  ���

double tmpDouble�

logical code� ������

logical enable�OFF� ������

logical enable�ON� ������

��������������������

� Parse arguments �

��������������������

���

�������������������������

� Initialize the model �

�������������������������

rt�InitInfAndNaN�sizeof�real�T���

���

�� Initialize the Thermostat automaton ��

code 	 Thermostat�initialize��� ������

Thermostat�iterate�Black�Box����� ������

���� The H �� ������

"enable�OFF� ������

"enable�ON�� ������

if �enable�OFF 		 � �� enable�ON 		 ��� ������

rtU�root�Enable�OFF 	 �real�T�enable�OFF� ������

rtU�root�Enable�ON 	 �real�T�enable�ON� ������

� ������

MdlStart���

START�S��

if �ssGetErrorStatus�S� �	 NULL� �



�

GBLbuf�stopExecutionFlag 	 ��

�

����������������������������������

� Execute the model� �

����������������������������������

while ��GBLbuf�stopExecutionFlag ""

�ssGetTFinal�S� 		 ��� ��

ssGetTFinal�S��ssGetT�S� �

ssGetT�S��DBL�EPSILON�� �

rt�OneStep�S��

if �ssGetStopRequested�S�� break�

�� test if there is a tick for the selector �� ������

if ��logical�rtY�root�Tick 		 ��� ������

�� thermostat automaton iteration �� ������

Thermostat�iterate�Black�Box� ������

�logical�rtY�root�e�OFF� ������

�logical�rtY�root�e�ON� ������

�� �� 	� H 	 � �� ������

"enable�OFF�"enable�ON�� ������

if �enable�OFF 		 � �� enable�ON 		 ��� ������

rtU�root�Enable�OFF 	 ������

�int�T�enable�OFF� ������

rtU�root�Enable�ON 	 ������

�int�T�enable�ON� ������

�� ������

fprintf�stderr��Selector step ��� ������

�

�

if ��GBLbuf�stopExecutionFlag ""

�ssGetStopRequested�S�� �

�� Execute model last time step ��

rt�OneStep�S��

�

���������������������

� Cleanup and exit �

���������������������

���

� �� end main ��



��



Appendix C

Speci�cation of the

Polhem�s pump

C�� Mathematical pump model

There are �ve ��� continuous dynamic state variables�

� v� � water volume accumulated in container � �m��

� v� � water volume accumulated in container 	 �m��

� v� � water volume accumulated in container � �m��

� q�� � volumetric �ow from container � to 	 �m��s�

� q�� � volumetric �ow from container 	 to � �m��s�

In addition there are two �	� discrete dynamic state variables�

� m� � mode of check valve in vertical pipe ��	

� m� � mode of check valve in vertical pipe 	��

where

mi � fchecked� crackedg� i � �� 	�

These are the only �true� states in the sense that the �new� values
of the states can be computed based on external inputs and current
values of the states�

In order to de�ne properly the external interface we need one or
two assumptions� These are our �rst assumptions �hopefully to be
relaxed in near future��

�� The external �ow q��m
��s� entering container � is determined

by the environment �ground water entering the mine cannot be
controlled but is de�ned by mother nature��



�


	� We have a fast pneumatic pressure controller capable of control�
ling the pneumatic pressure pc�Pa� at our will �within reasonable
bounds�� Among others� the time constant of the pneumatic
controller is assumed to be a magnitude shorter than the shor�
test time constant of the hydraulic system �this assumption is
the weakest and most questionable of all assumptions made and
I do want to relax it in near future��

�� The check valves are �tted in the lower end of the vertical con�
necting tubes� The distance between the input port of the check
valve and the bottom of the container is assumed to be approx�
imately 
 m �neglected��

�� The water q�	 � q��m
��s� �owing out of container � is assumed

to come from a drilled draining hole in the bottom of the con�
tainer� This is assumingly a good model of what Polhem had
in mind�

�� The cracking pressure �opening pressure� and the leakage �ow
of the check valves are assumed to be negligible�

�� The vertical pipes are assumed to be truly vertical and not bent
�parallel to straight lines��

� All containers have the same physical dimensions �same cross
section area and same height��

�� All vertical pipes and check valves are of the same quality� type
and size �identical behavior��

�� The �uid levels x of the containers must never exceed the height
of the container �x 
 H�� nor become completely empty �x � 
��
all tubes are assumed to be �lled at all times�

These assumptions leads to the following observations�

�� There are only two external inputs� q� and pc�

	� Flow q� is best characterized as a disturbance since we have no
in�uence on it�

�� Pressure pc is best characterized as our control signal since we
have full control of it�

�� Since maximized water throughput is the fundamental purpose
of the system� q��� q�	� is an appropriate external output�

Now we come to the actual computations� These can be derived
by sorting the following constitutive relations properly�

 v� � q� � q��� �C���

 v� � q�� � q��� �C�	�

 v� � q�� � q�� �C���
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case m�

cracked�  q�� � �
l

�p�� � $p����
when 	
 ��q��� then m� �	 checked�

checked� q�� � 
�
when 	
 �p�� � $p��� then m� �	 cracked�

end case�

case m�

cracked�  q�� � �
l

�p�� � $p����
when 	
 ��q��� then m� �	 checked�

checked� q�� � 
�
when 	
 �p�� � $p��� then m� �	 cracked�

end case�

where

� q� � external input �ow to container � �m��s� �external input�

� q� � �ow to the environment from container � �m��s� �external
output�

� l � hydraulic inductance of vertical pipe �kg�m	� �parameter�

� p�� � net driving pressure of vertical pipe ��	 �Pa� �derived
quantity�

� p�� � net driving pressure of vertical pipe 	�� �Pa� �derived
quantity�

� $p�� � net pressure drop due to dissipation in vertical pipe ��	
�derived quantity�

� $p�� � net pressure drop due to dissipation in vertical pipe 	��
�derived quantity�

� 	
 �a� � �a 
 
 and  a � 
��

For all pressures introduced here and in the sequel we assume pres�
sures referred to atmospheric pressure p
�Pa�� By doing this �trick�
we avoid adding p
 everywhere�

For the derived quantities we have the following�

p�� � p� � p� � p� pc� �C���

p�� � p� � p� � p ! pc� �C���

where

� pc � controlled pneumatic pressure in container 	 �Pa� �external
input�

� p� � gravity induced hydraulic pressure due to accumulated
water in container � �Pa� �derived quantity�
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� p� � gravity induced hydraulic pressure due to accumulated
water in container 	 �Pa� �derived quantity�

� p� � gravity induced hydraulic pressure due to accumulated
water in container � �Pa� �derived quantity�

� p � gravity induced hydraulic pressure due to water in vertical
pipe ���	� 	��� �Pa� �derived quantity�

For the newly introduced derived quantities we have�

p� � �g x�� �C���

p� � �g x�� �C��

p� � �g x�� �C���

p � �g L� �C���

where

� � � density of water �kg�m�� �parameter�

� g � acceleration of gravity �m�s�� �parameter�

� x� � water level depth of container � �m� �derived quantity�

� x� � water level depth of container 	 �m� �derived quantity�

� x� � water level depth of container � �m� �derived quantity�

� L � length of vertical pipe ���	 or 	��� �m� �parameter�

Again we can derive the new quantities�

x� � max�min�v��A�H�� 
�� �C��
�

x� � max�min�v��A�H�� 
�� �C����

x� � max�min�v��A�H�� 
�� �C��	�

where

� A � cross section area of the containers �m�� �parameter�

� H � height of containers �m� �parameter�

� min�a� b� � a if a � b else b�

� max�a� b� � a if a � b else b�

Now we only have two remaining quantities to deal with�

$p�� � r� q�� jq��j� �C����

$p�� � r� q�� jq��j� �C����

where



��

� r � sum of hydraulic resistance in vertical pipe ���	 or 	���
�
p
Ns�m	� �parameter�

� jaj � a if a � 
 else �a�

As for the external output we �nally have�

q� �
�

r�
sgn
p
p�� �C����

where

� r� � hydraulic resistance in draining hole in container � �
p
Ns�m	�

�parameter�

� sgn
p
a �

p
a if a � 
 else �p�a�
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C�� Parameter Values

And now �nally for some real numbers� All physical dimensions to
follow are based on a check valve Jan�Erik Str�omberg has found some
data for� namely the following�

Check valve data	

Manufacturer� The LEE Company
Type code� TKLA��
���
D ��	����� MINSTAC�
Cracking pressure� ��
 kPa �i�e� approximately negligible�
Leakage �ow� ��
 � �
��m��min & �
 kPa �de�nitely

negligible�

Hydraulic resistance� ��� � �

p
Ns�m	

Pipe data ��m long�	

Manufacturer� The LEE Company
Type code�
Inner diameter� 	��mm �
�
��in�
Outer diameter� ����mm �
����in�

Hydraulic resistance� ��	 � �

p
Ns�m	

From these parameters and an assumed pneumatic control pressure

pc � fp�� p�g� �C����

where

p� � �
 kPa� �C���

p� � ��
 kPa� �C����

a number of reasonable geometric container dimensions can be deter�
mined�

The approximate peak �ow between the containers �q�� etc�� now
become something in the order of ��
ml�min� Let us assume cylin�
drical containers� Then we have

A � �D���� �C����

where

� D � container inner diameter �m� �parameter�

Reasonable dimensions of the containers may then be

D � �mm� �C�	
�

H � �

mm� �C�	��
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The maximal volume stored is

V � ���	 � �
�	m� � ��	ml� �C�		�

Let us assume a vertical distance between containers of � m� We
then have

L � �m� �C�	��

We are now able to compute a set of derived parameters�

l �
�L�

�d�i
�C�	��

where

� di � pipe inner diameter �m� �parameter�

Hence

di � 	��mm� �C�	��

l � 	�	� � �
� kg�m	� �C�	��

p � �
 kPa� �C�	�

For the vertical pipes we have

r �
q
r�v ! r�p� �C�	��

where

� rv � check valve hydraulic resistance �
p
Ns�m	� �parameter�

� rp � pipe hydraulic resistance �
p
Ns�m	� �parameter�

Hence

rv � ��� � �

p
Ns�m	� �C�	��

rp � ��	 � �

p
Ns�m	� �C��
�

r � ��� � �

p
Ns�m	� �C����

Further we may assume a draining hole in container � of 	�� mm
diameter� We then have

r� � ���	 � �
�
p
Ns�m	� �C��	�

Since the approximate �ow between containers is ��
ml�min an
input �ow can be assume such as

q� � ��
ml�min� �

ml�min� � ���� � �
�m��s� ��
 � �
��m��s��
�C����



��

For the purpose of experimentation one may for instance assume
that q� is constant� But try other inputs for fun to see how the overall
behavior changes� It is likely that it will have signi�cant in�uence
depending on the control strategy�

As for the global parameters the following approximations can be
used�

� � � � �
� kg�m�� �C����

g � �
m�s�� �C����
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C�� Control strategy

And now for the pump controller�
Again� there is no obvious control law� Feel free to play around

with di�erent versions� The goal of the system is quite obvious as
well as the qualitative behavior� One extremely simple� though in�
adequately robust �in fact� no robustness at all� control law is to os�
cillate the pressure pc between !�
 kPa and ��
 kPa on �xed time
schedule� Try for instance a simple square wave of 
�
�Hz and �

duty cycle� I�e� let pc � !�
 kPa for �
 seconds and then switch
to pc � ��
 kPa for �
 seconds� Repeat the cycle and see what
happens� Especially if you increase the input �ow q��

An important assumption made in the model is that no container
must ever be completely empty �x �� 
�� nor be over�lled �x �� H��
This is not really a restriction� since there are more practical reasons
for maintaining xi in the interval �a� b� for all containers i and all time
points t� For secure performance� the parameters a and b should be
something like

a � 
�
� H� �C����

b � 
�� H� �at least container 	� �C���

These requirements should provide an interesting veri�cation task
as well as an interesting control synthesis task� Especially if we as�
sume that we have no sensors for xi for all containers i� What do we
do then"

For the time being� it is assumed that the pump has expensive
level sensors for xi� In this half�realistic case we may introduce a
control law like the following�

case mc

idle� pc �	 
�
when 	
 �x� � b� then mc �	 pull�

pull� pc �	 ��
 kPa�
when 	
 �a � x�� or 	
 �x� � b� then mc �	 push�

push� pc �	 !�
 kPa�
when 	
 �a � x�� or 	
 �x� � b� then mc �	 pull�

end case�
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